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Preamble 

March brought us a bit of everything weather-wise – Spring sunshine, heavy rain and an Arctic 
blast of snow, sleet and hail. It was a reminder that the UK doesn’t really have a climate, it just 
gets weather. Throughout, however, the Club kept its activities ticking over with Members 
socialising, projects progressed, locomotives driven, boats floated and grounds tidied. We should 
be on the up henceforth. 

 

Club Matters                                            

Public Running 

Sunday April 3rd saw a welcome return of the ever-popular Public Running days after a break of 
two years. The preparations for this had been going on for some weeks previously as all the 
equipment and infrastructure needed to be thoroughly tested and skill-sets refreshed and 
validated. Over those weeks too it was obvious that there was an appetite “out there” for a 
resumption as many people came to the site boundary to watch the activities and enquire about 
the future. 

We were blessed with a fine day, albeit with a chilly westerly breeze. Families began to arrive well 
before eleven o’clock and by the time the first train departed they were several-deep in the public 
area. Good numbers continued to arrive throughout the day. It’s possible that there were more 
people in the Park than usual because of the launch of the “Born Free” sculpture exhibition, but 
that was no bad thing – takings in the “donation bucket” showed a healthy increase over even our 
best previous days. 

One interesting development was the number of people who, post-Covid, no longer carry cash and 
asked if we had a “contactless payment” system. This possibility will be looked into for the future. 

 

   

 



 

Member’s Musings 

Commissioning Doug Hewson's BR Class 4 Tank in 5" Gauge 

Eddie Gibbons 

Doug described the construction of this locomotive in Engineering in Miniature over several years 
ending in 2008. He used to exhibit it on his stand at the Harrogate Exhibition and I remember 
watching it's progress with interest. As a railway enthusiast and model engineer, I appreciated the 
quality of the build which attempts to replicate the full size loco as far as practically possible, a 
goal I have always aspired to in my own models, although not always successfully. 

The Class 4 was not completed to the point of being a runner due to Doug's health issues which 
came on him before the loco could be fully commissioned, culminating in a stroke which made it 
impossible for him to handle such a large and heavy locomotive.  80080 had been steamed a 
couple of times at home and at his home club track, but teething troubles prevented it from turning 
a wheel and it was put in safe storage. 

 

80080 being steamed for the first time 

Over the past few years Doug and I have corresponded by email with conversations on some of 
his projects which he continues to work on and write about in the Model Engineer. One of these 
was the vacuum brake which Doug has managed to get working on some of his many wagons. 
Doug was aware my Adams tank has a vacuum brake ejector  and asked if I would use it to try out 
the brakes on his wagons. Sadly I haven't been able to oblige because of problems with my 
ejector that I've yet to resolve. I will find the time, eventually. 

Doug has been drawing up a Thompson B1 4-6-0 for some time. He has always been less than 
approving of Martin Evans' version, "Springbok" which has so many diversions from the prototype 
that it is a different locomotive and doesn't really have the right to be labelled Class B1. We were 
discussing the brake ejector for the B1 trying to identify the manufacturer and the type from cab 
shots that Doug at taken of 1306 Mayflower, and 61264. During that exchange I asked Doug what 
had happened to his BR Class 4 Tank. He told me it was in its box under the bench in one of his 
sheds, and hadn't seen the light of day since 2008 when it was last steamed. There's not a lot to 
do to it. The rocking grate needs attention, it's jammed, the ashpan needs completing, but all the 
parts are there to finish it, the regulator leaks quite a lot but that might be because the operating 



shaft into the boiler has seized, the brake ejector needs a couple of non return valves put in, and 
there's a few bits of cosmetic stuff that need finishing like the cab windows.  

I asked if none of his club members had offered to help with it, but no-one had. I said I would like 
to do it, but it's a bit far away for me to get involved, and I couldn't bring it here because there's 
absolutely no room for another engine in my workshop. Doug said he would love it if I could do 
something with it but he understood the workshop space was an issue and I have the K3s to 
progress.  

I thought about it after that. If I'd built a loco and couldn't see it run I would be so frustrated and 
disappointed and after discussing it with my wife and Joe I went back to Doug and said I would 
have a go at it so he could see it in operation doing what it was built for at a Gilling Main Line 
Rally. One condition of taking on the loco was that Doug would sort out the boiler documentation. 
It turned out there was no shell test certificate to be found. The test had been performed at Doug's 
home club and the boiler inspector who did the test was happy to issue a new certificate but 
wanted to do a confirmatory test before he did that, since the boiler had been lying unused for 
such a long time. He arranged to collect the loco but found the leaking regulator prevented the test 
pressure being achieved so the new certificate could not be issued. I agreed to collect the loco 
and sort the regulator and do a test on the boiler to see if there were any other issues that would 
prevent a test being successful.  

By this time we were under lock-down due to Covid, so it was some time before we could make 
the trip to Lincolnshire to collect 80080. Joe and I spent a pleasant couple of hours with Doug and 
wife Janet, while we extracted the loco from its hiding place and chatted with Doug about the Y4s 
that were being overhauled and built in his workshop by one of his colleagues from the Lindsey 
Club. Eventually, we had to get loaded up and on our way so we needed to address the problem 
of getting this heavy loco and its carrying case into the car. Doug's lifting table was broken so we 
wheeled the box to the front of the house on a rickety trolley. Once at the car, my Land Rover, we 
somehow needed to lift the thing up to the load area which is quite high. We hauled one end up to 
platform height which wasn't too difficult and we then had to lift the other end and shove it into the 
load space. We hadn't realised the case had transverse ribs fixed underneath and there was no 
way it was going to slide on the protective carpet towards the front of the car. I managed to hold it 
up at the back while Joe went inside and lifted the front and he pulled and I pushed. Little by little 
the case ended up in the car, but goodness knows how that happened. Just put it down to brute 
force with a little bit of engineering skill. 

So three hours later the loco was at home and easily off loaded using my hydraulic lift table, and 
installed on the new bench extension that Joe had especially built for it in readiness. 

As we took a closer look at it we could see there was quite a lot of work that had not been fully 
completed. For example there were missing 12 BA bolts all over the cladding and cab. Doug 
asked how many were needed and a rough count came up with seventy. A packet with about a 
hundred turned up a day or two later with a message saying that's the lot. Doug used to get them 
specially made with a 2mm AF head, but the supplier wouldn't do a small quantity now and we 
couldn't find anyone else that could do the size either, so the bolts we had would have to do. We 
found some minor handling damage on the bogie, with the guard irons bent and touching the 
wheel flanges, easily sorted. So the first major job was to sort out the regulator. This is a vertical 
slide valve with pilot and main valves just as the full size one, operated with a transverse shaft 
through a gland in the boiler side and an operating rod to the handle in the cab.. This had been 
freed by the boiler inspector so we removed the dome cover and found the spring that keeps the 
valves pressed on the valve face was missing which may or may not have been the cause of the 
leak, in that with hydraulic pressure, the leak may have been too great to allow enough pressure to 
build up to force the valve on to its seat. So having opened it up the valve was dismantled and an 
attempt was made to reface the valves and their seats, an operation that was to prove difficult due 
to the small size of the components. Ultimately the valve was much improved but still leaked 
sufficiently to prevent a satisfactory test, so a small piece of thin jointing was inserted into the main 
valve and this was sufficient to seal the regulator to eventually get to the test pressure.  



 

The Regulator 

There were also a few leaks on fittings, thankfully not problematical and by removing all the boiler 
fittings and plugging the holes a satisfactory hydraulic test was attainable. Arrangements were 
made to take 80080 back to Lincolnshire and have the boiler tested. It was a beautiful summer day 
when we turned up at the Lindsey Model Society's track where a successful test was conducted, 
and where we had a short run with my Adams tank, watched by a few of the members, who we 
knew though the Ground Level  5" Gauge Main Line Association.  

 

At Lindsey for boiler test 

Back at home we replaced all the boiler fittings and prepared the loco for its 1.5X hydraulic test 
which could be done at TSMEE. Doug had joined our club so that I wouldn't need to go back to 
Lincolnshire for routine testing.  

One thing that had been said about the loco was that the injectors hadn't been tested and that on 
its first steaming there appeared to be insufficient water flow for them to work. I stripped them out 
of their position side by side on the right of the engine, not an easy task with scale flanged joints  

 



 

in places with 10 BA bolts in inaccessible places. Taken to pieces and examined for debris, and 
pickled in citric acid, there appeared to be no reason why they would not perform. 

  

   

The Injectors (left) and opened up showing salt deposits (right) 

 

   

Dismantled injector after cleaning (left) and Injectors reinstalled (right) 

 

Not so with the strum box where the water leaves the tanks, and is filtered before being piped to 
the injectors. Here there is a shut off valve so the injector can be isolated for maintenance without 
the need for emptying the tanks. Here we found the ptfe valve seat had become detached and 
was lodged inside the valve, preventing an adequate flow of water to the injectors. One of the 
constants with the engine is the injectors, which have worked very well from the time it was first 
steamed here. 

( The second part of this comprehensive report will appear in the May issue, Ed ) 

 

 

 



Postamble 

Many thanks to Eddie Gibbons for his Class 4T diary – part 2 is already in preparation. 

If you’re a “glass-half-empty” kind of person, you might have noticed that one-quarter of the 
Calendar Year has gone already. If you like your “glass-half-full”, then Spring and Summer are 
ahead of you. Either way, your newsletter always needs content, whatever time of year it is, so 
please give some serious thought to penning something to inform and entertain the readership. 

When the sun shines … 

 

Phil Burns’ Steam Launch out on the lake (Linda Nicholls) 

 

Jim Scott’s “Maid of Kent” 
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